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1. The formulation and enactment of cooperative legislation in Nigeria in 1935 was 
based on the report of

     	--->> Mr. Strickland

     	      Chief Akinpelu Obisesan

     	      Dr Nnamdi Azikiwe

     	      Mr Caxton Idowu

2. The Co-operative forbundet in Sweden protected co-operative union and the public 
from

     	--->> monopoly of essential goods and money

     	      Excessive Competition

     	      becoming moribund

     	      going into extinction

3. An approach in which other disciplines such as history, philosophy, geography; 
economics, anthropology and statistics are integrated in to the study of Comparative 
cooperative is known as

     	--->> Integrated Approach

     	      International Approach

     	      The Scientific Approach

     	      The Philosophical Approach

4. The area study approach to the study of comparative cooperative have the following 
stages except

     	      Descriptive Stage

     	      Interpretation Stage

     	      Juxtaposition Stage

     	--->> Planning stage
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5. The African Confederation of Co-operative Savings and Credit Association was 
founded on 12th September

     	--->> 1968

     	      1967

     	      1966

     	      1965

6. Between 1945 and 1955, farmer cooperatives in the United State showed only 
moderate growth because of the following reasons except

     	      Farm prices rose faster than costs

     	      More vocal antagonism against farmer cooperatives

     	      Inflationary times made for Ã¢â‚¬Å“easyÃ¢â‚¬Â  and 
Ã¢â‚¬Å“cheapÃ¢â‚¬Â  money

     	--->> increased living standard of farmers

7. Co-operation began in Britain as a result of the

     	      Europian drought

     	--->> industrial revolution

     	      Economic meltdown

     	      Societal advancement

8. After the Civil War in in U.S.A, consumer prices _____ . This encouraged the 
formation of several hundred consumer cooperatives in the Middle West and Northeast

     	--->> rose

     	      declined

     	      stagnated

     	      became unattractive

9. The agricultural cooperative in Sweden played the following roles except

     	      protection of cooperation union from monopoly
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     	      assisted people to learn without a formal teacher.

     	      assists in publication of weekly magazine

     	--->> produce foodstuff rather than importing them

10. In using the field study approach of comparative study, the following stages apply 
except

     	      Preparatory stage

     	      Investigatory and analytical stage

     	--->> Gathering and strategizing stage

     	      Evaluatory and Comparative stage
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